Protection cover
For all types of position indicator

Heavy sun radiation during a long period of time can destroy the glass of position indicator. Due to UV radiation the polycarbonates in the glasses get porous and do not allow the clear view of position indicator anymore. This leads to a security risk for the operator of substation.

Advantages of the retrofit solution
To ensure a safe and reliable operation of the substation ABB recommends upgrading all position indicators of outdoor substations with a protection cover. This protects the glasses of position indicator against UV radiation.

The installation on site is very easy and can be done during service.

Applicable solutions
1HDH113111R0002 Protection cover for position indicator
- Front closed
1HDH113111P0003 Protection cover for position indicator
- Front open
1HDS607391R0250 Replacement kit for glasses of position indicator

Your benefits at a glance
- Fast and simple installation
- Available for all position indicators of this type
- Extend lifetime of transparent covers significantly
- Reduces mistakes by reading of indicators

Applicable for
- All glasses of position indicator